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Documenting the OpenDocument Format

An Interview with
Jean Hollis Weber
We talk with Jean Hollis Weber, a volunteer with ODFAuthors, the LibreOffice
Documentation team, and the Friends of OpenDocument Inc. By Bruce Byfield
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n many ways, ODFAuthors [1] is an
exception among free software projects. Its purpose is not to produce
code but documentation – chiefly
user guides – for office programs that use
the OpenDocument Format (ODF), such
as LibreOffice and Apache OpenOffice.
Moreover, instead of using version control, contributors mainly operate by the
old-fashioned means of exchanging
drafts. Yet, under the leadership of Jean
Hollis Weber, a retired technical editor
and consultant, ODFAuthors has become
one of the few ongoing documentation
projects in a community that has a history of neglecting help and user support.
Weber discovered OpenOffice.org, the
first ODF office suite, in 2003. “At the
time, I wasn’t really part of the OpenOffice.org project,” she says. “I was just
fiddling around learning how to use the
software. But there weren’t any books,
and the help was kind of hopeless.”
She started taking notes, and “one day
I looked at the pile of papers on my desk,
and I said to myself, ‘You know what,
I’ve written a book’.” With some rewriting, the book became Taming OpenOffice.org Writer [2], the first book specifically about the office suite’s word processor. Its success launched Weber’s career as an expert, which continues today.
While Weber’s own career was evolving, she was also “taking part in the forums and so forth. I started looking at
the documentation project, and there
was a group of us who completely independently had come along and decided
that the project tracking tool, which was
Bugzilla, was really too hard for the volunteer writer to use. So in June 2004, a

group set up a separate website, which
they called OOoAuthors [OpenOffice.org
Authors].”
At the time, OpenOffice.org was
owned by Sun Microsystems, which kept
tight control of development. According
to Weber, OOoAuthors was condemned
almost immediately as “an outside project.” In particular, its founder, Daniel
Carrera Yanes “was vilified by some people for having had the audacity to do
this.”
Weber received something of the same
treatment when she and her partner
founded Friends of OpenDocument [3],
an Australian non-profit that published
user guides. The Friends of OpenDocument group was pressured to donate its
profits to OpenOffice.org but refused because there was no public accounting of
how the project used donations.
“If it was there, it was well-hidden,”
Weber says. “That was the reason why
we didn’t want to give them any money,
because we didn’t know how it would
be used.” The result was that, “We considered ourselves part of the OpenOffice.org community, but some people
didn’t.”
The animosity continued for several
years, until Frank Peters and Clayton
Cornell became the documentation leads
at OpenOffice.org. Because they focused
chiefly on developer documentation,
they were able to view OOoAuthors and
Friends of OpenDocument as something
other than rivals. When Weber replaced
Peters at the end of 2008, “we considered ourselves vindicated,” Weber says.
Further potential problems arose when
OpenOffice.org was acquired by Oracle
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and later donated to The Apache Foundation. For about a year, “Very little was
being done with documentation because
very little was being done with the project. So a lot of people left, and those who
were still around went over to LibreOffice when it turned up, because at least
something was happening there.”
Considering the animosity among developers at LibreOffice and Apache OpenOffice, the project might easily have
faced similar divisions – particularly
Weber herself, who switched from Documentation Lead in OpenOffice to the
same position at LibreOffice; instead, the
project changed its name to ODFAuthors,
which now hosts projects for both LibreOffice and Apache OpenOffice in several
languages.
So far, the site hosts nothing about
Calligra Suite, the other major ODF office
application, but Weber stresses that, “if
people from Calligra would like to use
our site for storage, we’d be delighted.”
She notes that some people still don’t
understand the relation of ODFAuthors to
LibreOffice and Apache OpenOffice, but
immediately adds, “I guess the takeaway from that is that it doesn’t really
matter. What we’re doing seems to be
working.”

Formulas for Success
Why has ODFAuthors thrived when so
many development projects continue to
struggle to provide even rudimentary
documentation? Weber suggests that one
reason is because ODFAuthors is about
programs that “ordinary people use. The
audience is quite different from a lot of
other open source projects, particularly
when it started; they all seemed to be really geeky stuff. I know that I got into it
simply because I used the program and
needed better documentation. I suspect
that others did, too. So we had to do it
ourselves.”
Another reason may be that the project
has always kept its goals well-focused.
Weber laughs when she says, “I have no
objection to other formats, but I’m bookoriented, I’m sorry. I’m too old for video
or that other stuff,” but concentrating on
print has the advantage of ensuring that
the project’s efforts never become too
diffuse.
It helps, too, that ODFAuthors has a
tradition of using the applications it is
writing about. “We’ve had all these de-

bates over the years about what to use.
Some people say, ‘Oh, we should use
DocBook’. But I say, ‘No, no, you’ve got
to eat your own dog food’. You are documenting something that can go all the
way to PDF and be printed as real books,
so you use it as a demonstration. Any
flaw that comes out is not due to the
software, but the volunteer’s ability to
use it.” In other words, the documentation itself becomes proof of the usefulness of its subject matter.
Still another reason appears to be Weber’s own combination of experience
and leadership style. “It’s more leadership than management in my terminology,” she says, “although my unofficial
title is ‘She Who Must Be Obeyed’ – a
reference to both John Mortimer’s Rumpole series and H. Rider Haggard’s novel
She. By that, she means that “everyone
is a volunteer. So you can persuade
them, but you can’t tell them what to
do. You can’t say, ‘Well, here’s the deadline and we’re going to make it if you
have to work overtime’, because it
doesn’t work that way. And I prefer that,
myself.”
In general, Weber says, policies just
“sort of evolved. We just sort of muddle
along. One thing I should do as team
leader is spend some more organizational time, helping people get started,
and writing the contributors’ guide and
keeping it up to date. But I don’t enjoy
that nearly as much, so I tend to not do
it. Everyone talks about communitybuilding, but I decided that it isn’t really
my thing. I just want to sit at my computer and write books.”
Somewhat to Weber’s surprise, this attitude seems to work. “Because I don’t
get around to it, competent people actually step forth and do things. And the
first few times it happened, I was absolutely delighted and surprised. Now, I
think that’s fabulous. I mean, as a group,
we’re all supposed to be equal.”
The main problem is finding experienced people who can keep up with the
work. The few professionals in the project like Weber are “used to writing from
notes taken in developers’ meetings and
specs, and used to writing stuff knowing
that the details will change but the concepts will stay the same.”
However, others, although eager to
help, are unable to write until the first
release candidates of the software are
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available. Consequently, ODFAuthors
frequently has trouble keeping up with
the software releases. Weber is considering skipping releases in order to stay relatively current, although “it all depends
on the people we have working and how
good they are.”
All the same, ODFAuthors has managed to establish itself as the main
source of documentation within its chosen fields, with its manuals being carried
in places such as the software project
sites and the Ubuntu Software Centre.
Besides free downloads, the project sells
an average of about 40 hard-copy editions of its manuals a month. “I try to
price them to make a little profit,” Weber
says, “but not a lot, because the point
isn’t to make money – the point is to get
the information out there.”

Future Specializations
Traditionally, ODFAuthors is more a development site for working volunteers
than a site for distributing manuals.
However, Weber is open to the idea of
the site becoming a general repository
for videos and tutorials on ODF applications.
However, noting that most of ODFAuthors’ material is aimed at new users,
Weber says that “what I really want to
do is write more stuff targeted to special
audiences, such as academics or business people, or tech-writers for that matter – people who will be using features
beyond the basics.”
Her latest book, Self-Publishing Using
LibreOffice Writer [4], can be seen as a
first step toward producing this advanced material. “I wrote it,” Weber
says, “because I have a lot of friends
who are science fiction and fantasy writers. Of course, many of them are selfpublishing in addition to or in place of
being published by others, and they all
say, ‘Ohhh, I can’t afford Adobe InDesign’. And I tell them, ‘You don’t need
bloody InDesign to do a novel’.”
Clearly, for Weber, ODF documentation has become a full-time job in her retirement. “You know what they say: The
way you decide what you are going to do
with your life is to ask yourself what you
would do if you weren’t being paid.
Every now and again, I say I’ve had
enough of this and I go away, but within
six months I’m back doing it again. So,
obviously, I’m hooked.” n n n
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